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Abstract—The international financial crisis swept the whole world in 2008, not only had a huge impact on the global financial and economic, but also caused varying degrees of impact on all walks of life. As one of the most rapid development industry, IT industry has also inevitably affected by the invasion. Through the study of the impact of the financial crisis on China's IT industry and the SWOT analysis of Chinese IT companies in the post-crisis era, then proposed that in the post-crisis era China's IT enterprises need to make appropriate adjustments and implement relative strategies. In response to the crisis should grasp the opportunities and challenges brought by the crisis and improve their resistance to the crisis and the ability to resist risks, these will benefit the development of the IT industry and improve the competitive advantage of IT companies.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since the second half of 2008, severely affected by the spread of the international financial crisis, the world's major economies experienced another shock after the Second World War. In the role of the national government introduced a series of economic stimulus policies, since the second quarter of 2009, although the unemployment rate is still higher, the world economy has been getting better, global economic confidence is gradually restored, economic leading indicators of PMI (manufacturing purchasing managers' index) is picked up, industrial real output began to pick up, the spreads indicators of the financial market recovery normal, consumers' confidence shocks rebounded, economic growth is expected to increase, the global economy has been gradually through the panic of the financial crisis into the "post-crisis era" [1].

The post-financial crisis era means that the easing of the crisis, and the emergence of a relatively stable state. But this stable is relatively, because the root of the crisis has not been eliminated, and the crisis does not end. So the world economy still has a lot of uncertainties. The economic crisis may come back at any time and lead to a new round of recession.

II. SWOT ANALYSIS ON THE POST-FINANCIAL CRISIS ERA OF CHINESE IT COMPANIES

In the post-crisis era, there are a variety of favorable and unfavorable factors in Chinese IT companies. At the same time, in the aftermath of the crisis, there are also a variety of opportunities and challenges for Chinese IT companies (Figure 1).
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A. Strength

1) Low labor costs: China is a big country of human resources, compared other developed countries, China's labor cost is very low. Europe and the United States IT enterprises have to choose layoffs to "spend the winter" when they are facing the crisis, while this pressure of Chinese IT enterprise is much smaller, this is a very favorable competitive advantage [1].
2) **Strong foundation of technical personnel:** So far, the quantity of Chinese IT enterprise is more and more, and the possession of market share is growing. When facing the increasingly powerful IT industry, more and more people choose to devote to this industry. This makes the Chinese IT enterprises gathered a lot of talent, and have a strong technical basis [2].

3) **Large development potential:** From the product life cycle theory, the current IT industry of China is still in the growth stage, this is different from Europe and the United States IT industry. In a edition China's IT product consumption is far lower than the United States and other developed countries, the market of our country is still far from reaching saturation state, there is very great development potential in the future.

4) **Occupy an important position in the international market:** China's IT industry matures gradually, and at the same time IT enterprises are gradually strong, and they have begun to enter the world market. In 2011, like HUAWEI, Lenovo, Foxconn technology, Acer and other IT enterprises have entered the world 500 list. And compared with 2010, ranking has increased overall, accounting for market share continues to expand. And like Alibaba, Baidu and other non-manufacturing IT enterprises, also gradually open the international market, and have achieved considerable success. Visible, China's IT enterprise's development situation is very good [3].

**B. Weaknesses**

1) **High dependence on foreign:** In fact China's IT industry is a very high ratio of dependence on foreign trade. A big part of capital, market and job opportunities are provided by the international IT companies. Like HUAWEI, ZTE and other enterprises, the largest sales market is abroad. And as some of the IT manufacturing enterprise, such as Foxconn, etc., most of the products are exported for large international IT enterprise. Therefore, Chinese IT enterprises are susceptible to the international market, and when the financial crisis comes, Chinese IT enterprise will be affected certainly [3].

2) **Lack of core technology:** Compared with the IT enterprises in developed countries, Chinese IT enterprise’s core technology is relatively less, most still rely on the international advanced technology. This makes the Chinese IT enterprises lack of core competitiveness in facing the crisis.

3) **Lack of high-level leaders:** Chinese IT industry lacks of high-level scientific leaders and research leaders. This will result in the face of difficulties and crisis, some enterprises will appear the situation that leadership is insufficient and direction is unknown.

4) **Cooperation between enterprises is not close:** Although there are more and more IT enterprises appear in all kinds of fields in our country, but the cooperation of these enterprises is very poor, personnel advantage can't situation together. In the face of crisis comes, we can't effectively condensed into effective force, but individually combat, this makes the difficulty of resolving the crisis.

**C. Opportunities**

1) **Foreign large-scale IT enterprises frustrated:** Due to the international financial crisis, the IT industry of Europe and the United States inevitably suffered a great blow. They will enter a period of rest. But this period for China's IT industry will be a very good time. Because of the impact of China's IT industry was not as big as IT enterprise in Europe and the United States, so we can catch the chance, form a powerful army, then occupy the market successfully.

2) **Market demand is broad:** After the financial crisis, all walks of life will constantly adjust and change strategies in order to pass through the crisis smoothly. It is a favorable opportunity for Chinese IT enterprises to enter the all walks of life. At the same time, China's economy is in is in the stage of industrialization, market demands are very board.

3) **Economic globalization.**

4) **The trend of information technology:** In the present era, economic globalization has become a trend. It also makes the information become an inevitable trend. IT enterprise with high technology, high information features makes it become one of the most powerful competitiveness in this trend.

**D. Threats**

1) **A large numbers of foreign IT companies enter the domestic market:** Due to the international financial crisis, large foreign IT enterprise will further strengthen and enhance market competitiveness after the reshuffle. For the Chinese market which occupies an important position in the world IT consumer market, it will face stronger competition from international IT enterprises. IT companies frustrated. In the European and American market will definitely put a business focus to China and other emerging market and some less affected markets. They have been in China and other countries, and build companies and research institutes. These market in is the space for Chinese IT companies survive and develop. When we face the same strategy that the international manufacturers take, the advantages of low cost and low price for China will not be exist. The direct influence by financial crisis on China's IT industry and IT manufacturers is that the competition will be more intense and cruel, so enterprise who lack of competitiveness is likely to be merged or self out [4].

2) **The localization speed of foreign large-scale IT enterprises is too fast:** Relative in Chinese IT Enterprises, because these enterprises have more advanced technology and more intensive capital, and they have a better brand effect, these advantages for Chinese IT enterprises which are not mature enough, is a huge threat and challenge.
III. THE DEVELOPMENT STRATEGIES OF CHINA’S IT ENTERPRISES IN THE POST-FINANCIAL CRISIS ERA

In the face of the economic crisis with both opportunities and challenges, after the crisis, China’s IT enterprises need to keep their own advantages but also take the time to adjust and transform the strategy. This can not only successfully recovered from the crisis, and be able to improve their competitive power, so as to achieve better development. Therefore, the development strategies of China’s IT enterprises in the post financial crisis era are shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3.

Second, we should solicit foreign IT people with core talented. Affected by the economic crisis, a large numbers of IT companies in Europe and America have laid off employees to save capital. With the IT industry of Europe and the United States set off a layoff storm, the number of circulating of high-end IT talent is increasing. For the Chinese IT industry which is walking towards the world at present, it is a rare opportunity to recruit the world's top IT talent.

The third is to strengthen the enterprises’ supply chain management and improve contact with the IT industry on the Upstream and downstream markets in the longitudinal direction. In the upstream market, improve the contact with electronic industry, encourage the combination of IT technology and electronic communication, actively introduce high-tech electronic products in order to form partnerships[6]; in the downstream market, strengthen the linkages of software and hardware sales markets and internet service market. By strengthening enterprises’ supply chain management, so as to improve their own status in the industrial chain, strengthen the competitive advantages.

The fourth is to pay attention to the changes in market structure, and mine business opportunities of the market. In the domestic market, due to the international financial crisis and the trend of economic globalization, more and more international IT enterprises enter the Chinese market, domestic manufacturers should strengthen cooperation with the international IT vendors, to learn advanced technology and management, and give full play to its own characteristics, do complement each other [7]; At the same time, the domestic IT enterprises should also strengthen cooperation with the international financial industry and IT solution providers. In foreign markets, rely on international IT enterprises’ service experience and customer network, to help Chinese IT companies to get a package of IT products

Figure 2. Weaknesses and Coping Strategies

Figure 3. Threats and Coping Strategies
and service solutions; Meanwhile, India, Ireland and other countries who rely on outsourcing of Europe and the United States are facing great difficulties due to the impact of the international financial crisis. On one hand, the domestic IT companies should actively catch up with the enterprises in India and Ireland on company size and profitability, on the other hand, good preparation should be prepared to do mergers and acquisitions in India, Irish’s software outsourcing business[8]. Accelerate our own global business deployment speed and expansion speed.

Fifth, in the risk investment market, Chinese IT enterprises need "stable", "accurate", "cruel!", not only reduce the blindness investment, but also increase the support of original IT products; continues to focus on the development frontier of domestic IT industry, and enhance the IT management and the capacity of risk prevent, also need to maintain the cooperation with banks and other institutions in order to ensure capital safety; Our IT enterprises’ selection of risk investment project should lay particular emphasis on IT industry, to encourage the development of new products. Continue to increase the funds of core technology and talents, improve the core competitiveness of the enterprise’s brand, integrate our own advantage resources effectively, optimize product structure, further strengthen the expansion efforts of domestic market, promote brand internationalization strategy, so that enter the international market successfully[8].

IV. CONCLUSION

From the current view, the influence of the financial crisis that began in the 2008 is far from over. The financial crisis spread to the whole world, and China is not able to possess. All walks of life are displayed weakness on economic. The economic index declines significantly. The financial crisis storm inevitably spread to the real economy, and transmission to the entire IT industry chain. Generally speaking, although the financial crisis has impacted the global investment and consumers’ confidence, but to China’s IT pattern, the influence is much smaller. For our IT enterprises, this crisis brings not only threats but also opportunities. In contrast, the opportunities are greater than the threats. Because the differences of China's IT products and the consumption structural of Chinese IT industry, so the United States financial crisis will only affect Chinese IT enterprise's performance in a short term, it will not hinder the ascension of China's IT industry for a long time. Because China's IT industry has not reached the most high-end market, so the impact of the Chinese IT enterprise is comparatively small. If deal properly, it can be a good times to invest and start one's own business. IT enterprises of our country should actively grasp market opportunities by using this time when western IT giants fell into a trough, to control cost, gather talents, looking for merger and acquisition opportunities and overseas listing time, making Chinese IT enterprises rise up in the international market.
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